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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION AND RELATED ART STATEMENT

[0001] The present invention relates to a competitive game simulation machine in which moving objects resembling
racehorses, automobiles, bicycles or soccer players, for example, are caused to compete in running a simulated race
or in performing certain activities on a playing area resembling a racing track or field.
[0002] The prior art to which the invention is directed includes a racing game machine in which a plurality of moving
objects resembling racehorses, automobiles or bicycles, for example, are caused to compete in specific forms of sim-
ulated race on a playing area and game players enjoy betting that a particular moving object will win the race by using
tokens they own. In this kind of competitive game simulation machine, a plurality of moving objects are arranged in a
playing area and each game is performed with all these moving objects participating.
[0003] In such conventional competitive game simulation machines, all available moving objects are deployed in a
simulated playing area and are caused to participate in each game. This arrangement does not faithfully represent
actual situations in competitive sport events though and, therefore, makes games played on the machines considerably
lack in reality.
[0004] Although behaviors of individual contestants presented prior to an actual sport race serve as a reference in
predicting race results (as in horse racing in which behaviors of racehorses in a paddock provide important information),
the conventional competitive game simulation machines do not allow the players to use such information in making
their predictions of the outcome of the race and this tends to make the game less interesting.
[0005] US-A-3,744,795 discloses a race track for toy vehicles wherein a plurality of magnets mounted beneath the
surface of the race track move rapidly thereunder to pull the racing cars along run portions

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention overcomes the aforementioned problems of the conventional competitive game simulation ma-
chines. It is an object of the invention to provide a competitive game simulation machine which allows for a greater
number of possible game developments. This object is fulfilled by a competitive game simulation machine having the
features disclosed in claim 1. Preferred embodiments are defined in the dependent subclaims. According to the inven-
tion there is provided a competitive game simulation machine which can offer more fun by making it possible to simulate
competitive games in a manner that they are organized and performed in actual situations.
[0007] A competitive game simulation machine according to this invention comprises a plurality of moving objects;
a game board on which the plurality of moving objects are to be placed; the game board including a main area used
for moving objects to compete a specified game; an auxiliary area used for other than competition of said specified
game, and the moving objects movable between the main area and the auxiliary area; a driver for driving said moving
objects; and a controller for controlling said driver to move said moving objects in said main area and in said auxiliary
area and to move said moving objects between said main area and said auxiliary area on the game board.
[0008] In the competitive game simulation machine thus constructed, the auxiliary area provides a waiting place for
those moving objects which are not currently participating in the specified game event. The auxiliary area also serves
as a space where the individual moving objects can demonstrate their behavioral characteristics and change their
moving directions. This provides increased variety in simulating competitive games.
[0009] Control operation of the controller may be set such that it causes those moving objects which will participate
in a next simulated sport event (or the specified game) to move to the main area (or playing area) and the remaining
moving objects to stay within the auxiliary area.
[0010] With this arrangement, the controller (or a moving object controller) can designate an appropriate number of
moving objects which will participate in each simulated game and keep non-participating moving objects in a standby
state within the auxiliary area. Since the playing area can be cleared of the non-participating moving objects, it is
possible to perform each game without sacrificing the reality of simulation. The capability of altering the number of
participating moving objects further adds to the variety of simulated events.
[0011] In one aspect of this invention, a track may be formed in the playing area to make it easy to simulate racing
events in a realistic manner. Preferably, the auxiliary area has a sufficient space to permit the moving objects to change
their orientations.
[0012] This arrangement is particularly convenient when a track event is simulated in the playing area. If the auxiliary
area has a sufficient space to allow the moving objects to alter their orientations, then it is possible to reverse their
running direction on a track. This would increase the number of available racecourses to choose on the game board.
[0013] In another aspect of the invention, the auxiliary area has a waiting zone in which moving objects not partici-
pating in the simulated sport event can be kept in a standby state.
[0014] With this arrangement, it is possible to move the non-participating moving objects from the playing area to
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the auxiliary area and accommodate them in an orderly line in the waiting zone. This would be effective in keeping
both the playing area and auxiliary area on the game board in good order.
[0015] In still another aspect of the invention, a passageway is formed between the playing area and the auxiliary
area and through the passageway the moving objects can move between the playing area and the auxiliary area.
[0016] The passageway facilitates movement of the moving objects between the playing area and the auxiliary area.
[0017] In still another aspect of the invention, the waiting zone is arranged parallel to a linear boundary between the
playing area and the auxiliary area and includes a plurality of waiting spaces in which the moving objects not partici-
pating in the simulated sport event are aligned side by side in a longitudinal direction of the waiting zone, and a looping
paddock course surrounding the waiting zone is formed in the auxiliary area and the paddock course includes an exit-
side portion which is closer to the boundary between the playing area and the auxiliary area and an entrance-side
portion located opposite to the exit-side portion, wherein the controller causes moving objects leaving the waiting zone
to proceed to the playing area by way of the exit-side portion of the paddock course and moving objects returning to
the waiting zone to proceed thereto by way of the entrance-side portion of the paddock course.
[0018] The provision of the looping paddock course makes it possible to cause the moving objects to move relatively
long distances, enabling players of each game to better observe behaviors of the moving objects.
[0019] This arrangement helps prevent the moving objects leaving the waiting zone and those returning to the waiting
zone from taking intersecting courses, thereby ensuring their smooth movements in the waiting zone.
[0020] In a further aspect of the invention, the controller causes the moving objects returning to the waiting zone to
sequentially enter those waiting spaces which are empty and closest to the center of the waiting zone.
[0021] With this arrangement, waiting spaces near both ends of the waiting zone would always be left unoccupied.
Such empty waiting spaces can be used as passages by the moving objects and help ensure smooth movements of
the moving objects within the waiting zone.
[0022] In another aspect of this invention, the controller can be set such that moving objects in the auxiliary area are
capable of moving at different speeds from each other.
[0023] With this arrangement, the moving objects in the auxiliary area can demonstrate their physical strength by
way of the speeds of their movements. Thus the players in the game could take into the consideration the result of the
observation as to how the moving objects move in the auxiliary area when betting the money on the moving object(s)
in each game. Of course the speeds of the moving objects in the auxiliary area are not necessarily set directly propor-
tional to the speeds the moving objects can achieve at the game. It, however, would give some hints to the players on
which moving object(s) he/she should bet. This, as a result, enhances realistic feeling of the players in participating
the game. It could certainly make each game more realistic and enjoyable.
[0024] In one preferred form of the invention, the moving objects are formed in shapes resembling actual racehorses.
Thus the specified game event may be a horse racing game. This arrangement, combined with the foregoing aspects
of the invention, enables the competitive game simulation machine to simulate remarkably interesting and realistic
horse races.
[0025] In a preferred embodiment a partition is provided on a boundary between said main area and said auxiliary
area.
[0026] Preferably said partition is provided in a middle of the boundary and a pair of starting gates is provided on
the boundary which are connected to both ends of the partition.
[0027] Further preferably a passageway is provided at the outermost end of each of the pair of the starting gates
and the moving objects can move between the main area and the auxiliary area through the passageway.
[0028] Preferably said driver includes a guiding vehicle.
[0029] Having now summarized the invention, other objects, features and advantages thereof will become more
apparent from the following detailed description and the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a competitive game simulation machine according to an embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating one form of a simulated playing field provided on the top surface of a main body
of the competitive game simulation machine according to the embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary enlarged view particularly illustrating a paddock area;
FIG. 4 is a diagram generally illustrating a mechanism for moving simulated horses within the simulated field;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary side view partially in section illustrating the horse moving mechanism of FIG. 4;
FIGS. 6 and 7 are front and right side views showing an external construction of a guiding vehicle used in this
embodiment, respectively;
FIG. 8 is a block construction diagram of the guiding vehicle when viewed from above;
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and
FIG.9 is a block diagram illustrating a circuit configuration for controlling a racecourse guide lamp flashing se-
quence.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0031] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a competitive game simulation machine 1 according to an embodiment of the
invention, in which the competitive game simulation machine 1 includes a plurality of moving objects resembling race-
horses. As shown in FIG. 1, the competitive game simulation machine 1 comprises a table-like main body 11, a plurality
of playing consoles 2 arranged around the main body 11 and a control unit 3 provided at a lower internal position
between a particular pair of playing consoles 2. The control unit 3 controls the operation of the whole competitive game
simulation machine 1. The main body 11 has on its top surface a game board representing a playing field 4 which
includes a track (playing area) 5 and a paddock (auxiliary area) 6.
[0032] At four corners of the main body 11 of the competitive game simulation machine 1, there are provided corner
consoles 12, each having a fanlike shape in plan view. As the main body 11 is surrounded by the four corner consoles
12 and a specific number of playing consoles 2, the competitive game simulation machine 1 enables a plurality of
players positioned around the main body 11 to participate together in a game. This construction provides the competitive
game simulation machine 1 with a good external appearance as well.
[0033] Each of the playing consoles 2 has a slanted top panel of which inclination is increased at a rear portion (as
viewed from a player). A horse entry indicator 21 including a cathode ray tube (hereinafter referred to as CRT) is
provided at the left of the slanted top panel while a token slot 22 and the token dispensing tray 22a are provided at the
right thereof. In addition, there is provided a horse data indicator 23 including a CRT at an uppermost part of the slanted
top panel for displaying information on simulated horses H entered for a race. The participating players utilize the
information presented on the horse data indicators 23 as a reference for determining their bets.
[0034] The screen of each horse entry indicator 21 is covered with a transparent touch panel. As a player inserts a
desired number of tokens in the token slot 22 and touches an appropriate portion of the touch panel at his or her playing
console 2 to specify a horse number which is displayed on the screen of horse entry indicator 21. For instance, with
reference to Figs. 4 and 5, information on the player's choice of a particular horse H is entered into a controller 31
incorporated in the control unit 3. Each of the corner consoles 12 is provided with a speaker 13 at a topmost position
for generating sound effects including various kinds of imitation sounds and simulated announcements. In the middle
of one long side of the competitive game simulation machine 1, there is provided a CRT video screen 14 at a slightly
raised position to enable all the participating players to see video images presented, which are typically scenes of
actual horse racing prerecorded by a video camera in a public racetrack. The images shown on the video screen 14
serve to create a vivid and realistic atmosphere.
[0035] When the players positioned at the individual playing consoles 2 insert desired numbers of tokens in the token
slots 22 and enter their bets by touching desired horse numbers displayed on the respective horse entry indicators 21,
for instance, with reference to odds and other information displayed on the horse data indicators 23, it is regarded that
betting ticket purchasing operation has been completed. In this embodiment, the horse entry indicators 21 allow the
players to choose win bets, forecast bets or other forms of betting through menu-assisted operation. When all the
players have finished the betting ticket purchasing operation, or when a preset betting ticket purchasing time has
elapsed, the simulated horses H (see Figs. 4 and 5)are caused to start off and run along a specified course in the track
5 under the control of the control unit 3. The players receive returns, or "payoffs," at the end of the race depending on
the correctness of their betting. These payoffs are delivered to the players in the form of tokens through token dispensing
trays 22a provided beneath the individual token slots 22, and the number of tokens returned to each player is determined
in accordance with the odds.
[0036] FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating one form of the field 4 provided on the top surface of the main body 11 of the
competitive game simulation machine 1 according to the embodiment. Provided in the middle of the field 4 is a generally
oval-shaped central separating zone 51 which extends in a longitudinal direction of the field 4 in plan view. The track
5 on which the simulated horses H are run is formed between the periphery of the central separating zone 51 and that
of the top surface of the main body 11 of the competitive game simulation machine 1. The track 5 occupies most part
of the field 4 and the paddock 6 is formed to the left of the track 5.
[0037] A right-hand curved portion of the track 5 has a larger width than its other portions and there is formed a
crescent-shaped separating zone 52 approximately in the middle of right-hand curved portion of the track 5. The sep-
arating zone 52 is shaped such that its outer, or right-hand, convex edge faces a right-hand curved edge of the track
5 to form part of a long-distance track 5b therebetween whereas an inner, or left-hand, concave edge of the separating
zone 52 faces a right-hand curved edge of the central separating zone 51 to form part of a short-distance track 5a
therebetween. The above-described field 4 has all along its outer edges an upright bank 41, which separates the field
4 from other elements on the top surface of the main body 11 of the competitive game simulation machine 1.
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[0038] There is provided a partition 42 in the middle of a boundary between the track 5 and paddock 6 and a pair of
starting gates 7 (first starting gate 7a and second starting gate 7b) are connected to both ends of the partition 42. There
are provided another pair of starting gates 7 (third starting gate 7c and fourth starting gate 7d), extending across the
track 5 from appropriate points on straight edges of the central separating zone 51 at right angles thereto. A course
actually used in a race is determined depending on which starting gate 7 the simulated horses H are started from and
whether the race is run over the short-distance track 5a or long-distance track 5b.
[0039] Among the starting gates 7 mentioned above, the third starting gate 7c and fourth starting gate 7d are made
individually rotatable about upright poles 72 provided on the bank 41. The third starting gate 7c and fourth starting gate
7d are turned around the respective upright poles 72 and individually stored in recessed storage spaces when not in
use to clear the track 5. In this embodiment, each of the starting gates 7 has ten starting booths 71 into which the
individual horses H are entered before the race is started. FIG. 2 depicts a situation where some horses H which have
left the paddock 6 are proceeding toward the third starting gate 7c to make themselves ready to start from that gate.
[0040] A number of racecourse guide lamps 8 are arranged all along an inside wall of the bank 41, the periphery of
the central separating zone 51 and the outer convex edge and inner concave edge of the separating zone 52, all facing
the track 5. Those racecourse guide lamps 8 which are located along the course to be currently used sequentially flash
in a wavy form moving in one direction so that the players can easily recognize the course and running direction of the
horses H.
[0041] The competitive game simulation machine 1 offers 12 kinds of optional racecourses as shown in Table 1. It
is possible to choose one of these racecourses depending on which starting gate 7 is used, whether the race is run
over the short-distance track 5a or long-distance track 5b, and whether the horses H run clockwise or counterclockwise.
There is a choice between two finish lines individually provided at approximately the midpoints of opposing straight
sections of the track 5 to allow for either clockwise or counterclockwise running direction. No matter which starting gate
7 is selected, each horse H entered for the race is caused to run at least one complete round of the track 5 before
finishing.

[0042] In the present embodiment, the simulated horses H are divided into groups of the following six colors: white,
black, red, blue, yellow and green. Further, races may be run by six, eight or ten simulated horses H and serial horse
numbers are assigned to individual horses H entered in each race. These serial horse numbers are predetermined by
setting code numbers on dual-inline package (hereinafter referred to as DIP) switches provided in guiding vehicles
which carry the individual horses H, wherein each DIP switch has at least four switch segments. To allow for such
variations in performing simulated races, sixteen horses H enclosed by thick lines in Table 2 are made available in this
embodiment.

TABLE 1

Course No. Starting gate Track length Direction

1st (7a) 2nd (7b) 3rd (7c) 4th (7d) Short (5a) Long (5b) CW CCW

1 - - -

2 - - -

3 - - -

4 - - -

5 - - -

6 - - -

7 - - -

8 - - -

9 - - -

10 - - -

11 - - -

12 - - -
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[0043] As shown in Table 2, horse No. 1 in white, horse No. 2 in black, horse No. 3 in red, horse No. 4 in blue, horse
No. 5 in yellow and horse No. 6 in green are entered for a six-horse race; horse No. 1 in white, horse No. 2 in black,
horse No. 3 in red, horse No. 4 in blue, horse No. 5 in yellow, horse No. 6 in yellow, horse No. 7 in green and horse
No. 8 in green are entered for an eight-horse race; and horse No. 1 in white, horse No. 2 in black, horse No. 3 in red,
horse No. 4 in red, horse No. 5 in blue, horse No. 6 in blue, horse No. 7 in yellow, horse No. 8 in yellow, horse No. 9
in green and horse No. 10 in green are entered for a ten-horse race. The simulated horses H entered are lined up and
made ready to start from appropriate booths 71 in one of the starting gates 7 at the beginning of each race.
[0044] FIG. 3 is a fragmentary enlarged view particularly illustrating the paddock 6. As depicted in this enlarged view,
the paddock 6 has at its middle position a waiting zone 61 which is divided into sixteen waiting spaces 610 and sur-
rounded by a looping course (or paddock course) 62. There are provided a pair of passageways 63 (first passageway
63a and second passageway 63b) for connecting the track 5 and paddock 6 at the outermost ends of the first starting
gate 7a and second starting gate 7b.
[0045] The individual horses H are so controlled that they can move between the track 5 and paddock 6 through the
passageways 63 and enter the waiting zone 61 through the looping course 62. There is made an arrangement to allow
each horse H to enter the waiting zone 61 from its rear side (left-hand entrance side of the looping course 62 as
illustrated in FIG. 3) and to leave the waiting zone 61 from its front side (right-hand exit side of the looping course 62
as illustrated). This arrangement is intended to prevent collisions between horses H proceeding to one of the starting
gates 7 for participating in a next race and those returning to the waiting zone 61 after running a preceding race.
[0046] An additional arrangement is made to cause the horses H proceeding to the waiting zone 61 to sequentially
enter those waiting spaces 610 which are empty and closest to the center of the waiting zone 61. This arrangement
is meant to leave waiting spaces 610 close to both ends of the waiting zone 61 unoccupied as much as possible for
permitting easy passage around the looping course 62 by the horses H returning to the waiting zone 61.
[0047] FIG. 4 is a diagram generally illustrating a mechanism for moving the simulated horses H within the field 4
and FIG. 5 is a fragmentary side view partially in section illustrating the horse moving mechanism of FIG. 4. The field
4 is constructed with a synthetic resin board member. Underlying this board member parallel to each other is another
board member, or a base plate 43, constructed with a transparent synthetic resin material. A plurality of guiding vehicles
44 are located in a space between the top surface of the base plate 43 and the bottom surface of the board member
of the field 4. On the bottom surface of the board member of the field 4, there is formed an array of square-shaped
electrodes.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 5, each guiding vehicle 44 has on its top surface a plurality of electrode pins elastically
protruding upward and arranged on the circumference of a circle of a specified radius, unillustrated right and left driving
motors 44q1, 44q2 (see Fig. 8) each of which is energized through electrode pins 45, 45 (see Fig. 6) which are slidably
maintained in contact with each one of the above-mentioned positive or negative electrodes, a pair of laterally aligned
driving wheels 44a which are rotated by the driving motors, and idle wheels 44b which are provided to the front of the
driving wheels 44a. (It is to be noted that FIG. 5 shows only right-hand driving wheel 44a and idle wheel 44b since
their left-hand counterparts are invisible in this side view.) Each guiding vehicle 44 thus constructed can be turned to
the right or left depending on the difference in revolving speeds of the right and left driving wheels 44a. When the right
and left driving wheels 44a of a particular guiding vehicle 44 rotates at the same speed, that guiding vehicle 44 moves
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straight ahead and its traveling speed is controlled by the revolving speed of the driving wheels 44a. Provided at an
uppermost position of each guiding vehicle 44 is a generally X-shaped framework (or a pantograph mechanism 44i)
associated with an unillustrated springy element which exerts an uplifting force on the framework. Further provided on
top of the X-shaped framework are rollers for regulating the height of the X-shaped framework and a magnet 44c which
is kept scarcely out of contact with the bottom surface of the board member of the field 4.
[0049] FIGS. 6 and 7 are front and right side views showing the external construction of the guiding vehicle 44. In
these FIGURES, indicated at 44n is a hollow rectangular casing of the guiding vehicle 44. Casters 44b and drive wheels
44a are rotatably mounted at a front bottom portion of the casing 44n (right side in FIG. 6) and at a rear bottom portion
of the casing 44n (left side in FIG. 6) with respect to a moving direction of the casing 44n. An unillustrated drive shaft
of the drive wheels 44a are coupled with a motor unillustrated in FIGS. 6 and 7, and the drive wheels 44a are driven
by this motor. Indicated at 44o is a circuitry board housed in the casing 44n. A variety of circuits such as a microcomputer
to be described later are formed on the base plate 44o.
[0050] Indicated at 44h is an upper base located above the casing 44n. The casing 44n and the upper base 44h are
connected via an extensible pantograph mechanism 44i such that they move with respect to each other in the vertical
direction. The pantograph mechanism 44i includes two each of link members 44j provided at the upper left and right
ends of the casing 44n. The opposite ends of each link member 44j are connected with the upper part of the casing
44n and the lower part of the upper base 44h via pins 44k and 44l, respectively. The two link members 44j at the left
and right sides are connected in their center via a pin 44m, and are biased by a spring 44p in such a direction that a
distance between the casing 44n and the upper base 44h becomes larger.
[0051] A pair of casters 44f and a pair of rollers 44g are rotatably mounted at a front portion of the upper base 44h
and at the left and right sides of the upper base 44h with respect to a moving direction of the upper base 44h, respec-
tively. The upper ends of the casters 44f and the rollers 44g are at the same height. As shown in FIG. 2, when the
guiding vehicle 44 is disposed between the support plate (or base plate) 43 and the field 4, the upper ends of the
casters 44f and the rollers 44g come into contact with the bottom surface of the field 4 and accordingly rotate as the
guiding vehicle 44 runs. A permanent magnet 44c is disposed between the rollers 44g. The upper end of the permanent
magnet 44c is set slightly lower than that of the rollers 44g. Thus, when the rollers 44g are in contact with the bottom
surface of the field 4, the permanent magnet 44c is spaced apart from this bottom surface by a very small distance.
[0052] Indicated at 45 are current collecting electrode members (or an electrode pin) disposed at the front portion
of the upper base 44h with respect to its moving direction.
[0053] FIG. 8 is a block construction diagram of the guiding vehicle when viewed from above.
[0054] The guiding vehicle 44 includes a pair of motors 44q1, 44q2 for independently driving the pair of drive wheels
44a1, 44a2 of resin or like material. In the description below, the drive wheels 44a1, 44a2 and the motors 44q1, 44q2
are indicated at 44a, 44q respectively unless specified.
[0055] In this embodiment, DC motors are used as the motors 46 so that the speed of the guiding vehicle 44 can be
duty-controlled and the guiding vehicle 44 can run backward (by inversion of polarity of a supply current) if necessary.
Alternatively, pulse motors may be used so as to enable a speed control using a pulse frequency. Reduction gears are
provided in a plurality of positions between a rotatable shaft of the motor 44q and that of the drive wheel 44a to ensure
a specified speed range.
[0056] Indicated at 44r is a one-chip microcomputer as a controller of the guiding vehicle 44. The microcomputer
44r analyzes a signal transmitted from a transmission LED 92 of a control unit 3 to generate a run control signal for
the guiding vehicle 44, and causes front and rear LEDs 44d, 44d for emitting infrared rays. A ROM 44s is adapted to
store an operation program of the microcomputer 44r. Indicated at 44u is a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter for con-
verting a digital signal used for a speed control which is output from the microcomputer 44r into an analog signal used
to drive the motors 44q.
[0057] The front and rear LEDs 44d, 44d are disposed at a front center portion and at a rear center portion of the
casing 44n (not shown in FIG. 8) of the guiding vehicle 44 such that they are both directed right downward. A frequency
band of the infrared rays emitted when the front and rear LEDs 44d, 44d are turned on corresponds with a transmission
frequency band of an infrared filter provided on the front surface of a CCD camera 91 to be described later. Only the
infrared rays having a frequency within the transmission frequency band can pass through the infrared filter. The infrared
rays passed through the infrared filter are sensed by the CCD camera 91 disposed below the support plate (a base
plate) 43. The LEDs 44d, 44d are fabricated such that the rays propagate over a wide angle. The rays can be sensed
by the CCD camera 91 in any arbitrary position on the support plate 43.
[0058] Indicated at 44t is an infrared ray receiving unit which includes a photodiode or the like for receiving an optical
pulse signal transmitted from the transmission LED 92. The unit 44t is so disposed as to face downward at the center
bottom portion of the casing 44n of the guiding vehicle 44. The unit 44t is, for example, exposed so as to receive the
rays over a wide range. Indicated at 44v is a stabilized power supply circuit for generating voltages from the supply
voltage supplied from the external power source such as a voltage of 5V necessary to operate the microcomputer 44r
and a voltage of 6V necessary to operate the motor.
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[0059] Each of the simulated horses H comprises a carrier H1 which is supported by rotatably attached wheels and
a horse model H2 which is mounted on the carrier H1 by a supporting bar. A magnet H3 corresponding to the magnet
44c of each guiding vehicle 44 is attached to the bottom of the carrier H1 in such a way that the two magnets H3, 44c
are positioned with their opposite magnetic poles facing each other. With this arrangement, each horse H can move
around the field 4, following the movement of its corresponding guiding vehicle 44 which travels on the base plate 43.
[0060] A pair of lamps 44d are mounted at appropriate front and rear locations on the bottom of each guiding vehicle
44. The front and rear lamps 44d sequentially flash in this order with a specified small time interval to make it possible
to detect the orientation of a particular guiding vehicle 44. Also mounted at an appropriate location on the bottom of
each guiding vehicle 44 is an infrared sensing device 44e which receives infrared control signals emitted from later-
described light-emitting diodes (hereinafter referred to as LEDs) 92. The control signals received by the infrared sensing
device 44e are sent to an unillustrated control circuit incorporated in each guiding vehicle 44 and used for governing
the revolving speeds of the right and left driving motors and their speed differential to control the moving speed and
direction of each guiding vehicle 44.
[0061] Movements of individual horses H participating in a race run on the track 5 and behaviors of the other horses
H in the paddock 6 are controlled by the earlier-mentioned control unit 3 and a sensing system 9 which are provided
inside the main body 11 of the competitive game simulation machine 1. The sensing system 9 includes specified
numbers of cameras 91 employing charge-coupled devices (hereinafter referred to as CCD cameras) and the LEDs
92 located under the base plate 43.
[0062] The control unit 3 includes the controller 31 which produces control signals upon receiving position signals
from a below-described position detecting circuit 33 in accordance with a program stored in a read-only memory (here-
inafter referred to as ROM) provided for controlling the progress of each game, an infrared LED driver 32 which transmits
control signals received from the controller 31 to the LEDs 92, the position detecting circuit 33 which detects the po-
sitions and orientations of the individual horses H and inputs such information to the controller 31 based on sensing
signals obtained from the CCD cameras 91 monitoring the front and rear lamps 44d of the guiding vehicles 44, and a
flasher circuit 34 for supplying drive pulses to the racecourse guide lamps 8 which are constructed with LEDs, for
example, at specified time intervals in accordance with control signals received from the controller 31. The lamps 44d
flash in a particular sequence with small time delays from one guiding vehicle 44 to another. This time-sequential
flashing pattern enables the control unit 3 to identify the individual guiding vehicles 44.
[0063] The controller 31 is programmed to periodically execute individual races determined by combinations of the
course numbers shown in Table 1 and the types of race shown in Table 2, which are stored in the ROM, in a specific
order on condition that the players have made their bets. If betting operation has not been done, a race is not run to
prolong the operational life of each driving mechanism, for instance.
[0064] Described below is how each simulated race is executed. When a type of race has been determined with
reference to the data shown in Tables 1 and 2, the controller 31 transmits control signals in accordance with the selected
type of race to those horses H which have specified horse numbers via the LEDs 92. These control signals cause the
relevant horses H to proceed to a specified starting gate 7 and enter their specified booths 71.
[0065] The individual horses H are caused to run on the track 5 when a start signal is transmitted. The horses H
located on the track 5 at the end of a race move in accordance with control signals sequentially transmitted from the
LEDs 92. More specifically, the horses H return to the paddock 6 through one of the passageways 63 and those horses
H which will not participate in a next race enter empty waiting spaces 610 of the waiting zone 61 by way of the looping
course 62.
[0066] Although not depicted in FIGS. 4 and 5, the controller 31 can transmit control signals to the individual starting
gates 7 as well. These control signals cause, for example, one of the third and fourth starting gates 7c, 7d to be set in
its operating position and the other stored in its storage space or both of them stored in their storage spaces depending
on the course number selected from Table 1.
[0067] Distribution functions which define average running speeds and sprinting abilities of individual horses H par-
ticipating in a race are entered into the controller 31. The controller 31 calculates actual speeds and sprinting forces
of the horses H during the race based on random numbers generated at specific time intervals from the distribution
functions, and the horses H are caused to run in accordance with the calculation results. Also entered into the controller
31 is information on each simulated horse's running style, which determines whether a particular horse H is of a type
which attempts to take the lead in an early stage of a race or of a type which puts on a finishing spurt, for example.
This information is also reflected in the progress of each race.
[0068] Described next is how the controller 31 controls movements of the individual horses H in the paddock 6. The
horses H which have finished the race are caused to line up in their finishing order and proceed to the paddock 6. As
the horses H participating in a next race are already determined at this point, the horses H returning to the paddock 6
go through a passageway 63 which is on the opposite side of the starting gate 7 to be used in the next race. Upon
returning to the paddock 6, horses H which will participate in the next race turn to the front side of the waiting zone 61
whereas horses H which will not run the next race proceed to the rear side of the waiting zone 61 and sequentially
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enter those waiting spaces 610 which are empty and closest to the center of the waiting zone 61.
[0069] Among the horses H participating in the next race, those which are positioned in the waiting zone 61 proceed
in sequence toward the passageway 63 on the side of the next starting gate 7 specified through the front side of the
looping course 62 at first, and those which ran the preceding race proceed to the specified starting gate 7 through the
looping course 62 and the opposite passageway 63 next.
[0070] Behaviors of the individual horses H in the paddock 6 is determined with reference to an average value of
the aforementioned distribution functions. Specifically, horses H having distribution functions with high average values
actively move around the paddock 6 while those having distribution functions with low average values show slow
movements. Alternatively, the individual horses H are so controlled that they exhibit behaviors suggestive of their
characteristics as data on such characteristics is randomly referred to. The players can make their betting decisions
with reference to pre-race behaviors of the individual horses H. This arrangement helps produce realistic feelings.
[0071] FIG.9 is a block diagram illustrating a circuit configuration for controlling the flashing sequence of the race-
course guide lamps 8. Depicted as an example in this Figure are the racecourse guide lamps 8 provided along the
bank 41 of the long-distance track 5b. These racecourse guide lamps 8 are arranged in a series of guide lamp arrays,
each array including a first guide lamp 8a, a second guide lamp 8b, a third guide lamp 8c and a fourth guide lamp 8d
which are positioned side by side in a horizontal plane at equal intervals. Intervals between the first and fourth guide
lamps 8a, 8d of adjacent guide lamp arrays are also made equal to the intervals between the guide lamps 8a-8d within
each array. As shown in FIG.9, there are i ( "i" is an integer larger than 3)guide lamp arrays, that is, a first guide lamp
array 81, a second guide lamp array 82, ....., and an ith guide lamp array 8i mounted in series on the inside wall of the
bank 41. The players can recognize the currently selected course and horse-running direction as the first to fourth
guide lamps 8a-8d of each guide lamp array (81, 82, ...., 8i) flash in sequence at the specified time intervals in the
horse-running direction on the current course.
[0072] The flasher circuit 34 comprises a pulse generator 34a which outputs a clock signal and a reference pulse
signal obtained by dividing the frequency of the clock signal by four, a delay circuit 34b including a 4-bit shift register,
and a switch 34c connected between the pulse generator 34a and delay circuit 34b. The switch 34c is provided for
switching between alternative input terminals of the delay circuit 34b for reference pulses in accordance with a control
signal fed from the controller 31. The delay circuit 34b outputs pulse currents to the individual racecourse guide lamps
8 with sequential time delays in normal or reverse order depending on which input terminal is selected by the switch 34c.
[0073] More particularly, if the switch 34c is set so that the reference pulse signal fed from the pulse generator 34a
is supplied to the delay circuit 34b through its left-hand input terminal (as illustrated in FIG.9), reference pulses are
cyclically outputted to the first guide lamp 8a, second guide lamp 8b, third guide lamp 8c and fourth guide lamp 8d of
each guide lamp array (81, 82, ...., 8i) in this order at clock pulse repetition intervals. As the racecourse guide lamps
8 flash in synchronism with the reference pulses, flashes of light cyclically shift from the first guide lamp 8a to the fourth
guide lamp 8d on each guide lamp array ( 81, 82, ...., 8i). This enables the players to recognize that the horse-running
direction on the currently selected course is from the first to fourth guide lamps 8a-8d.
[0074] On the contrary, if the switch 34c is set so that the reference pulse signal fed from the pulse generator 34a
is supplied to the delay circuit 34b through its right-hand input terminal (as illustrated in FIG.9), reference pulses are
supplied to the fourth guide lamp 8d, third guide lamp 8c, second guide lamp 8b and first guide lamp 8a of each guide
lamp array (81, 82, ...., 8i) in this order at the clock pulse repetition intervals. In this case, flashes of light cyclically shift
from the fourth guide lamp 8d to the first guide lamp 8a on each guide lamp array (81, 82, ...., 8i) and the players can
recognize that the horse-running direction on the currently selected course is from the fourth to first guide lamps 8d-8a.
[0075] Although the pulse generator 34a is set to output reference pulses at a repetition interval of 0.4 second and
clock pulses at a repetition interval of 0.1 second in this embodiment, the invention is not limited thereto. What is
required when each guide lamp array has n ("n" is an integer larger than 2) racecourse guide lamps 8 (i.e., first to nth
racecourse guide lamps) is that the interval between successive reference pulses should be made n times longer than
the interval between the clock pulses. The clock pulse interval is not necessarily limited to 0.1 second either. It may
be set to any appropriate value in accordance with the type of race or traveling speeds of individual moving objects.
In another alternative, the clock pulse interval may be made variable between the first and second halves of a race or
in accordance with degrees of excitement in a sequence of racing scenes.
[0076] Described above is how the flashing sequence of the racecourse guide lamps 8 provided along the bank 41
of the long-distance track 5b is controlled. Since the racecourse guide lamps 8 provided along the periphery of the
central separating zone 51 and the edges of the separating zone 52 are also controlled in a similar flashing sequence,
the players can easily recognize the currently selected course and horse-running direction.
[0077] The paddock 6 is provided with the waiting zone 61 for accommodating non-participating horses H. This
arrangement make it possible to run a 6-horse race, an 8-horse race, and so on among properly selected horses
without leaving non-participating horses H on the track 5 so that each race on the track 5 can be run in a more realistic
manner compared to the conventional competitive game simulation machines.
[0078] Although the invention has thus far been described with reference to its preferred embodiment which employs
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the horses H as moving objects, other kinds of moving objects may be used instead of the horses H. To cite a few
examples, the moving objects may be formed in the shape of racing cars, racing bicycles or even players of soccer or
other ball games.
[0079] Although the competitive game simulation machine 1 of the foregoing embodiment is provided with the choice
of two racecourses, i.e., the short-distance track 5a and long-distance track 5b, the invention is not limited to this
configuration. There may be provided more than two racecourses on the track 5 by properly arranging separating zones
and mounting the flashing racecourse guide lamps 8 on both sides of the individual racecourses.
[0080] Furthermore, the border between the main area and the auxiliary area can be just a line drawn in the game
board.

Claims

1. A competitive game simulation machine (1 ) comprising:

a plurality of moving objects (H);
a game board on which the plurality of moving objects are to be placed;
the game board including:

a main area (5) used for moving objects (H) to compete a specified game;
an auxiliary area (6) used for other than competition of said specified game;
a driver (32, 44, 92, H3) for driving said moving objects; and
a controller (31) for controlling said driver (32, 44, 92, H3) to move said moving objects (H),

characterized in that

the moving objects (H) are movable between the main area (5) and the auxiliary area (6); and that
the controller (31) controls the driver (32, 44, 92, H3) to move said moving objects (H) in said main area (5)
and in said auxiliary area (6) and between said main area (5) and said auxiliary area (6) on the game board.

2. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, wherein the controller (31) is set such that those
of the moving objects (H) which will participate in the specified game move into the main area (5) and the rest of
the moving objects (H) stay within said auxiliary area (6).

3. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, wherein the auxiliary area (6) has a sufficient
space such that it permits the moving objects (H) to change their orientations.

4. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, wherein a track is formed in the main area (5) to
allow moving objects (H) to compete the specified game.

5. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 2, wherein the auxiliary area (6) has a waiting zone
(61) in which moving objects (H) not participating in the specified game can be kept in a standby state.

6. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 5, wherein a passageway (63) is formed between
the playing area (5) and the auxiliary area (6) and through the passageway (63) the moving objects (H) can move
between the playing area (5) and the auxiliary area (6).

7. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 6, wherein said waiting zone (61) is arranged parallel
to a linear boundary between the main area (5) and the auxiliary area (6) and includes a plurality of waiting spaces
(610) in which the moving objects (H) not participating in the specified game can be aligned side by side in a
longitudinal direction of the waiting zone (61), and a loop paddock course (62) surrounding the waiting zone (61)
is formed in the auxiliary area (6) and said paddock course (62) includes an exit-side portion which is closer to the
boundary between the main area (5) and the auxiliary area (6) and an entrance-side portion located opposite to
the exit-side portion, wherein the controller (31) is set such that moving objects (H) leaving the waiting zone (61)
proceed to the main area (5) by way of the exit-side portion of the paddock course (62) and moving objects (H)
returning to the waiting zone (61) proceed thereto by way of the entrance-side portion of the paddock course.

8. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 7, wherein the moving object controller is set such
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that the moving objects (H) returning to the waiting zone (61) sequentially enter those waiting spaces (610) which
are empty and closest to the center of the waiting zone (61).

9. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 8, wherein the moving objects (H) are formed in
shapes resembling actual racehorses.

10. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 9, wherein the specified game is a horse racing
game.

11. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, wherein the controller (31) is set such that moving
objects (H) in the auxiliary area (6) are capable of moving at different speeds from each other.

12. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a partition (42) provided on a
boundary between said main area (5) and said auxiliary area (6).

13. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 12, characterized in that said partition (42) is pro-
vided in a middle of the boundary and characterized by a pair of starting gates (71) provided on the boundary
which are connected to both ends of the partition (42).

14. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 13, characterized by a passageway (63a, 63b)
provided at the outermost end of each of the pair of the starting gates (71) and the moving objects (H) can move
between the main area and the auxiliary area (6) through the passageway (63a, 63b).

15. A competitive game simulation machine (1) according to claim 1, wherein said driver (32, 44, 92, H3) includes a
guiding vehicle (44).

Patentansprüche

1. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1), umfassend:

eine Mehrzahl von sich bewegenden Gegenständen (H);
ein Spielbrett, auf welchem die Mehrzahl von sich bewegenden Gegenständen anzuordnen ist;
wobei das Spielbrett umfaßt:

einen Hauptbereich (5), der verwendet wird, um Gegenstände (H) zu bewegen, um in einem spezifischen
Spiel zu konkurrieren;
einen Hilfsbereich (6), der für anderes als das Konkurrieren bzw. den Wettbewerb in dem spezifischen
Spiel verwendet wird;
einen Antrieb (32, 44, 92, H3) zum Antreiben der sich bewegenden Gegenstände; und
eine Steuer- bzw. Regeleinrichtung (31) zum Steuern bzw. Regeln des Antriebs (32, 44, 92, H3), um die
sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) zu bewegen,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß

die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) zwischen dem Hauptbereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) bewegbar
sind und daß
die Steuer- bzw. Regeleinrichtung (31) den Antrieb (32, 44, 92, H3) steuert bzw. regelt, um die sich bewegen-
den Gegenstände (H) in dem Hauptbereich (5) und in dem Hilfsbereich (6) und zwischen dem Hauptbereich
(5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) auf dem Spielbrett bzw. Spielfeld zu bewegen.

2. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, worin die Steuer-bzw, Regeleinrichtung (31) der-
art gesetzt bzw. eingestellt ist, daß sich jeder der sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H), welcher an dem spezifizierten
Spiel teilnehmen wird, in den Hauptbereich (5) bewegt und der Rest der sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) in-
nerhalb des Hilfsbereichs (6) verbleibt.

3. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, worin der Hilfsbereich (6) einen ausreichenden
Platz aufweist, so daß er es den sich bewegenden Gegenständen (H) ermöglicht, ihre Ausrichtungen zu ändern.
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4. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, worin ein Kurs bzw. eine Bahn in dem Hauptbe-
reich (5) ausgebildet ist, um es den sich bewegenden Gegenständen (H) zu ermöglichen, in dem spezifizierten
Spiel zu konkurrieren,

5. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 2, worin der Hilfsbereich (6) einen Wartebereich
(61) aufweist, in welchem die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H), die nicht an dem spezifizierten Spiel teilnehmen,
in einem Wartezustand gehalten werden können.

6. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 5, worin ein Durchgang (63) zwischen dem Spiel-
bereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) ausgebildet ist und sich die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) durch den
Durchgang (63) zwischen dem Spielbereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) bewegen können.

7. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 6, worin der Wartebereich bzw. die Wartezone (61)
parallel zu einer linearen Grenzlinie zwischen dem Hauptbereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) angeordnet ist und
eine Mehrzahl von Warteräumen (610) umfaßt, in welchen die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H), die nicht an
dem spezifizierten Spiel teilnehmen, Seite an Seite in einer Längsrichtung des Wartebereichs (61) angeordnet
werden können, und ein schleifenförmiger Sattelplatz bzw. Führring (62), der die Wartezone (61) umgibt, in dem
Hilfsbereich (6) ausgebildet ist, und der Sattelplatz (62) einen Ausgangsseitenteil umfaßt, welcher näher zu der
Grenzlinie zwischen dem Hauptbereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) ist, und einen Eingangsseitenteil beinhaltet,
der gegenüberliegend dem Ausgangsseitenteil angeordnet ist, worin die Steuer- bzw. Regeleinrichtung (31) derart
gesetzt ist, daß die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H), die die Wartezone (61) verlassen, zu dem Hauptbereich
(5) über den Ausgangsseitenteil des Sattelplatzkurses (62) gelangen und die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H),
die zu der Wartezone (61) zurückkehren, dorthin über den Eingangsseitenteil des Sattelplatz- bzw. Führringkurses
gelangen.

8. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 7, worin die Steuer-bzw. Regeleinrichtung der sich
bewegenden Gegenstände derart gesetzt ist, daß die in die Wartezone (61) zurückkehrenden, sich bewegenden
Gegenstände (H) sequentiell in diese Warteplätze (610), welche leer und am nächsten dem Zentrum der Wartezone
(61) sind, eintreten.

9. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 8, worin die sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) in
Formen ausgebildet sind, die tatsächlichen Rennpferden ähneln.

10. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 9, worin das spezifizierte Spiel ein Pferderennspiel
ist.

11. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, worin die Steuer- bzw. Regeleinrichtung (31) so
gesetzt ist, daß die sich im Hilfsbereich (6) bewegenden Gegenstände (H) fähig sind, sich bei voneinander unter-
schiedlichen Geschwindigkeiten zu bewegen.

12. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß eine Aufteilung
bzw. Trennung (42) an einer Grenzlinie zwischen dem Hauptbereich (5) und dem Hilfsbereich (6) vorgesehen ist.

13. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Aufteilung
(42) in einer Mitte der Grenze vorgesehen ist und durch ein Paar von Startboxen bzw. Starttoren (71), die an der
Grenzlinie vorgesehen sind, gekennzeichnet ist, welche mit beiden Enden der Aufteilung (42) verbunden sind.

14. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Durchgang
(63a, 63b) am äußersten Ende von jedem Paar der Startboxen bzw. Starttore (71) vorgesehen ist und sich die
sich bewegenden Gegenstände (H) zwischen dem Hauptbereich und dem Hilfsbereich (6) durch den Durchgang
(63a, 63b) bewegen können.

15. Wettbewerbsnachahmungs-Spielmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, worin der Antrieb (32, 44, 94, H3) ein Führungs-
fahrzeug (44) umfaßt.
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Revendications

1. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition comportant :

une pluralité d'objets mobiles (H) ;
un plateau de jeu sur lequel la pluralité d'objets mobiles doit être placée;
le plateau de jeu comprenant:

une zone principale (5) utilisée pour mettre en compétition les objets mobiles (H) suivant un jeu spécifié;
une zone auxiliaire (6) utilisée autrement que pour la compétition dudit jeu spécifié;
un dispositif d'entraînement (32, 44, 92, H3) destiné à entraîner lesdits objets mobiles; et
un dispositif de commande (31) destiné à commander ledit dispositif d'entraînement (32, 44, 92, H3) pour
déplacer lesdits objets mobiles (H),

caractérisée en ce que

les objets mobiles (H) peuvent être déplacés entre la zone principale (5) et la zone auxiliaire (6) ; et en ce que
le dispositif de commande (31) commande le dispositif d'entraînement (32, 44, 92, H3) pour déplacer lesdits
objets mobiles (H) dans ladite zone principale (5) et dans ladite zone auxiliaire (6) et entre ladite zone principale
(5) et ladite zone auxiliaire (6) sur le plateau de jeu.

2. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le dispositif de commande
(31) est établi de manière que les objets mobiles (H) qui participent au jeu spécifié passent dans la zone principale
(5) et que la partie restante des objets mobiles (H) reste dans ladite zone auxiliaire (6),

3. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle la zone auxiliaire (6)
présente un espace suffisant pour permettre aux objets mobiles (H) de changer d'orientation.

4. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle une piste est formée dans
la zone principale (5) pour permettre la mise en compétition des objets mobiles (H) suivant le jeu spécifié.

5. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle la zone auxiliaire (6)
comporte une aire d'attente (61) dans laquelle des objets mobiles (H) ne participant pas au jeu spécifié peuvent
être retenus dans un état en réserve.

6. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle un passage (63) est formé
entre la zone de jeu (5) et la zone auxiliaire (6) et les objets mobiles (H) peuvent se déplacer entre la zone de jeu
(5) et la zone auxiliaire (6) en empruntant le passage (63) .

7. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle ladite zone d'attente (61)
est agencée de façon à être parallèle à une limite linéaire entre la zone principale (5) et la zone auxiliaire (6) et
comprend une pluralité d'espaces d'attente (610) dans lesquels les objets mobiles (H) ne participant pas au jeu
spécifié peuvent être alignés côte à côte dans une direction longitudinale de-la zone d'attente (61), et un trajet en
boucle (62) de paddock entourant la zone d'attente (61) est formé dans la zone auxiliaire (6) et ledit trajet (62) de
paddock comprend une partie du côté de sortie qui est plus proche de la limite entre la zone principale (5) et la
zone auxiliaire (6) et une partie du côté d'entrée placée de façon à être opposée à la partie du côté de sortie, dans
laquelle le dispositif de commande (31) est établi de façon que des objets mobiles (H) quittant la zone d'attente
(61) gagnent la zone principale (5) en passant par la partie du côté de sortie du trajet (62) de paddock et que des
objets mobiles (H) revenant à la zone d'attente (61) y arrivent en passant par la partie du côté d'encrée du trajet
de paddock.

8. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle le dispositif de commande
d'objets mobiles (H) est établie de manière que les objets mobiles (H) revenant à la zone d'attente (61) entrent
successivement dans les espaces d'attente (610) qui sont vides et qui sont les plus proches du centre de la zone
d'attente (61).

9. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle les objets mobiles (H) sont
réalisés dans des formes ressemblant à des chevaux de course réels.
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10. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 9, dans laquelle le jeu spécifié est un jeu
de course de chevaux.

11. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le dispositif de commande
(31) est établi de façon que les objets mobiles (H) dans la zone auxiliaire (6) puissent se déplacer à des vitesses
différentes les uns par rapport aux autres.

12. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, caractérisée par une cloison (42) prévue
sur une limite entre ladite zone principale (5) et ladite zone auxiliaire (6).

13. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 12, caractérisée en ce que ladite cloison
(42) est prévue au milieu de la limite et
caractérisée par une paire de portes de départ (71) situées sur la limite, lesquelles sont reliées aux deux extrémités
de la cloison (42).

14. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 13, caractérisée par un passage (63a,
63b) situé à l'extrémité le plus à l'extérieur de chacune de la paire de portes (71) et les objets mobiles (H) peuvent
se déplacer entre la zone principale et la zone auxiliaire (6) en empruntant le passage (63a, 63b).

15. Machine (1) de simulation de jeu de compétition selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ledit dispositif d'entraîne-
ment (32, 44, 92, H3) comprend un véhicule de guidage (44).
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